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INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing mobilizes a massive online workforce into
collectives of unprecedented scale. The dominant approach
for crowdsourcing is the microtask workflow, which enables
contributions at scale by modularizing and pre-specifying all
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This paper introduces flash organizations: crowds structured
like organizations to achieve complex and open-ended goals.
Microtask workflows, the dominant crowdsourcing structures
today, only enable goals that are so simple and modular that
their path can be entirely pre-defined. We present a system that
organizes crowd workers into computationally-represented
structures inspired by those used in organizations — roles,
teams, and hierarchies — which support emergent and adaptive coordination toward open-ended goals. Our system introduces two technical contributions: 1) encoding the crowd’s
division of labor into de-individualized roles, much as movie
crews or disaster response teams use roles to support coordination between on-demand workers who have not worked
together before; and 2) reconfiguring these structures through
a model inspired by version control, enabling continuous adaptation of the work and the division of labor. We report a
deployment in which flash organizations successfully carried
out open-ended and complex goals previously out of reach
for crowdsourcing, including product design, software development, and game production. This research demonstrates
digitally networked organizations that flexibly assemble and
reassemble themselves from a globally distributed online workforce to accomplish complex work.

Figure 1: Flash organizations are crowds computationally structured
like organizations. They enable auomated hiring of expert crowd workers into role structures, and continuous reconfiguration of those structures to direct the crowd’s activities toward complex goals.

actions [7, 55]. By drawing together experts [71] or amateurs [6], microtask workflows have produced remarkable
success in robotic control [48], data clustering [12], galaxy labeling [54], and other goals that can be similarly pre-specified.
However, goals that are open-ended and complex, for example
invention, production, and engineering [42], remain largely
out of reach. Open-ended and complex goals are not easily adapted to microtask workflows because it is difficult to
articulate, modularize, and pre-specify all possible actions
needed to achieve them [72, 81]. If crowdsourcing remains
confined to only the goals so predictable that they can be entirely pre-defined using workflows, crowdsourcing’s long-term
applicability, scope and value will be severely limited.
In this paper, we explore an alternative crowdsourcing approach that can achieve far more open-ended and complex
goals: crowds structured like organizations. We take inspiration from modern organizations because they regularly orchestrate large groups in pursuit of complex and open-ended
goals, whether short-term like disaster response or long-term
like spaceflight [8, 9, 64]. Organizations achieve this complexity through a set of formal structures — roles, teams, and
hierarchies — that encode responsibilities, interdependencies
and information flow without necessarily pre-specifying all
actions [15, 84].

We combine organizational structures with computational
crowdsourcing techniques to create flash organizations:
rapidly assembled and reconfigurable organizations composed
of online crowd workers (Figure 1). We instantiated this approach in a crowdsourcing platform that computationally convenes large groups of expert crowd workers and directs their
efforts to achieve complex goals such as product design, software development and game production.
We introduce two technical contributions that address the central challenges in structuring crowds like organizations. The
first problem: organizations typically assume asset specificity,
the ability for organization members to develop effective collaboration patterns by working together over time [84]. Clearly
crowds, with workers rapidly assembled on-demand from platforms such as Upwork (www.upwork.com), do not offer asset
specificity. So, our system encodes the division of labor into a
de-individualized role hierarchy, inspired by movie crews [2]
and disaster response teams [8], enabling workers to coordinate using their knowledge of the roles rather than their
knowledge of each other.
The second problem: organizational structures need to be continuously reconfigured so that the organization can adapt as
work progresses, for example by changing roles or adding
teams [9, 64, 84]. Coordinating many workers’ reconfigurations in parallel, however, can be challenging. So, our system
enables reconfiguration through a model inspired by version
control: workers replicate (branch) the current organizational
structure and then propose changes (pull requests) for those
up the hierarchy chain to review, including the addition of new
tasks or roles, changes to task requirements, and revisions of
the organizational hierarchy itself.
Enabling new forms of organization could have dramatic impact: organizations have become so influential as the backbone
of modern economies that Weber argued them to be the most
important social phenomenon of the twentieth century [83].
Flash organizations advance a future where organizations are
no longer anchored in traditional Industrial Revolution-era labor models, but are instead fluidly assembled and re-assembled
from globally networked labor markets. These properties
could eventually enable organizations to adapt at greater speed
than today and prototype new ideas far more quickly.
In the rest of the paper, we survey the foundations for this
work and describe flash organizations and their system infrastructure. Following this review, we present an evaluation
of three flash organizations and demonstrate that our system
allows crowds, for the first time, to work iteratively and adaptively to achieve complex and open-ended goals. The three
organizations used our system to engage in complex collective behaviors such as spinning up new teams quickly when
unplanned changes arose, training experts on-demand in areas
such as medical privacy policy when the crowd marketplace
could not provide the expertise, and enabling workers to suggest bottom-up changes to the work and the organization.
RELATED WORK

In this section, we motivate flash organizations through an
integration of the crowdsourcing and organizational design

research literature, and connect their design to lessons from
distributed work and peer production (Table 1).
Crowdsourcing workflows

Crowdsourcing is the process of making an open call for contributions to a large group of people online [7, 37]. In this
paper, we focus especially on crowd work [42] (e.g., Amazon
Mechanical Turk, Upwork), in which contributors are paid for
their efforts. Current crowd work techniques are designed for
decomposable tasks that are coordinated by workflows and
algorithms [55]. These techniques allow for open-call recruitment at massive scale [68] and have achieved success in modularizable goals such as copyediting [6], real-time transcription [47], and robotics [48]. The workflows can be optimized
at runtime among a predefined set of activities [16]. Some
enable collaborative, decentralized coordination instead of
step-by-step instructions [46, 87]. This research area has made
recent progress in achieving significantly more complex and
interdependent goals [43], such as knowledge aggregation [30],
writing [43, 62, 79], ideation [85, 86], clustering [12], and
programming [11, 50].
One major challenge to achieving complex goals has been that
microtask workflows struggle when the crowd must define
new behaviors as work progresses [43, 44]. If crowd workers
cannot be given plans in advance, they must form such action
plans themselves [51]. However, workers do not always have
the context needed to author correct new behaviors [12, 82],
resulting in inconsistent or illogical changes that fall short of
the intended outcome [44].
Recent work instead sought to achieve complex goals by moving from microtask workers to expert workers. Such systems now support user interface prototyping [71], questionanswering and debugging for software engineers [11, 22, 50],
worker management [28, 45], remote writing tasks [62], and
skill training [78]. For example, flash teams demonstrated that
expert workflows can achieve far more complex goals than can
be accomplished using microtask workflows [71]. We piloted
the current study using the flash teams approach but they kept
failing at complex and open-ended goals because these goals
could not be fully decomposed a priori. We realized that flash
teams still relied on immutable workflows akin to an assembly
line. They always used the same pre-specified sequence of
tasks, roles, and dependencies.
Rather than structuring crowds like assembly lines, flash organizations structure crowds like organizations. This perspective
implies major design differences from flash teams. First, workers no longer rely on a workflow to know what to do; instead,
a centralized hierarchy enables more flexible, de-individuated
coordination without pre-specifying all workers’ behaviors.
Second, flash teams are restricted to fixed tasks, roles, and
dependencies, whereas flash organizations introduce a pull
request model that enables them to fully reconfigure any organizational structure enabling open-ended adaptation that
flash teams cannot achieve. Third, whereas flash teams hire
the entire team at once in the beginning, flash organizations’
adaptation means the role structure changes throughout the
project, requiring on-demand hiring and onboarding. Taken
together, these affordances enable flash organizations to scale

Peer production
Crowdsourcing
Traditional organizations
Flash organizations

Coordination Structures
Shared repositories (wikis, code)
Computational microtask workflows
Roles, teams, hierarchy
Computationally-reconfigurable roles,
teams, hierarchy

Source of labor
Open call to volunteers
Open call to paid crowdsourcing marketplaces or volunteers
Employees
Open call to paid crowdsourcing marketplaces

Example outcomes
Wikipedia, Debian Linux [3]
ImageNet [19], GalaxyZoo [54]
Incident Command [8], Xerox [15]
EMS Report, True Story, Enterprise Workshop Planning Portal

Table 1: Coordination infrastructure and labor source in peer production, crowdsourcing, and traditional and flash organizations.

to much larger sizes than flash teams, and to accomplish more
complex and open-ended goals. So, while flash teams’ predefined workflows enable automation and optimization, flash
organizations enable open-ended adaptation.
Organizational design and distributed work

Flash organizations draw on and extend principles from organizational theory. Organizational design research theorizes how
a set of customized organizational structures enable coordination [52]. These structures establish (1) roles that encode the
work responsibilities of individual actors [41], (2) groupings of
individuals (such as teams) that support local problem-solving
and interdependent work [13, 29], and (3) hierarchies that support the aggregation of information and broad communication
of centralized decisions [15, 88]. Flash organizations computationally represent these structures, which allows them to be
visualized and edited, and uses them to guide work and hire
workers. Some organizational designs (e.g., holacracy) are
beginning to computationally embed organizational structures,
but flash organizations are the first centralized organizations
that exist entirely online, with no offline complement. Organizational theory also describes how employees and employers
are typically matched through the employee’s network [23],
taking on average three weeks for an organization to hire [17].
Flash organizations use open-calls to online labor markets
to recruit interested workers on-demand, which differs dramatically from traditional organizations and requires different
design choices and coordination mechanisms.
Organizational design research also provides important insight
into virtual and distributed teams. Many of the features afforded by collocated work, such as information exchange [65]
and shared context [14], are difficult to replicate in distributed
and online environments. Challenges arise due to language
and cultural barriers [63, 34], incompatible time zones [66, 69],
and misaligned incentives [26, 67]. Flash organizations must
design for these issues, especially because the workers will
not have met before. We designed our system using best practices for virtual coordination, such as loosely coupled work
structures [35, 65], situational awareness [20, 27], current state
visualization [10, 57], and rich communication tools [65].
Peer production

Flash organizations also relate to peer production [3]. Peer
production has produced notable successes in Wikipedia and
in free and open source software. One of the main differences
between flash organizations and peer production is whether
idea conception, decision rights, and task execution are centralized or decentralized. Centralization, for example through a
leadership hierarchy, supports tightly integrated work [15, 88];
decentralization, as in wiki software, supports more loosely

coupled work. Peer production tends to be decentralized,
which offers many benefits, but does not easily support integration across modules [4, 33], limiting the complexity of the
resulting work [3]. Flash organizations, in contrast, use centralized structures to achieve integrated planning and coordination,even across diverse disciplines. In addition, by tapping
into online labor markets, flash organizations overcome peer
production’s struggles to attract volunteer contributors [31, 32,
56, 76]. In exchange for these benefits, flash organizations
face the additional costs of negotiating contracts, motivation
crowding [18], and paying for labor.
FLASH ORGANIZATIONS

In this section, we introduce flash organizations and our system, Foundry, which enables them. Flash organizations draw
together 1) the structure and coordination techniques of traditional organizations to enable open-ended and complex work,
and 2) the scale and computational management abilities of
crowdsourcing. We describe two problems central to the design of flash organizations, and our solutions to them: asset
specificity addressed through computational role structures,
and structure adaptation addressed through version control of
organizational structures. We enacted these contributions in
Foundry, a web platform that enables authoring, populating,
and adapting organizational structures (Figure 2).
Computational organizational structures

Flash organizations encode computational structures inspired
by organizations. However, traditional organizations premise
their organizational structures on asset specificity [84], the
value that comes from people working together over time. Asset specificity accounts for workers becoming more and more
in sync with teammates over time and improving their ability
to coordinate and solve problems together. Clearly crowds,
with transient participants assembled on-demand through open
calls, do not offer asset specificity.
To address asset specificity, we draw on research on temporary organizations such as disaster response teams and movie
crews. These temporary organizations coordinate successfully
even without asset specificity [2, 8] by relying heavily on role
structures, which are activity-based positions that can be assumed by anyone with necessary training [2, 80]. Example
role structures for a film crew include main grip and director;
example roles for a disaster response team include strike team
leader and firefighter. Role structures encode responsibilities
and interdependencies; boom operators and grips know how
to coordinate by virtue of their roles.
We thus designed flash organizations around computational
role structures. Each role represents a position for a crowd
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Figure 2: Foundry supports the authoring of flash organizations. The Foundry timeline (top left) displays all roles and current tasks. The task modal
(top right) displays task requirements and metadata and allows the leader to hire a new worker if necessary. When hiring for a new role (bottom left),
Foundry notifies qualified workers; those who respond enter a hiring queue. When hired, they are oriented to the purpose of the organization and
upstream and downstream tasks (bottom right).

worker in the organization, and it specifies the expertise required to fill the position (e.g., audio editor, AngularJS programmer). Roles enable automatically hiring from an online
labor market such as Upwork. Flash organizations’ role structures enable open call hiring, clarify what workers are supposed to do, and specify with whom they should communicate.
A flash organization coordinates these roles by arranging
them into a hierarchy, which encodes authority and decisions
rights [83]. Hierarchies enable flash organizations to take
action with centralized, coordinated purpose, much like a director has executive authority on a movie set. Hierarchy means
that flash organizations can be formally represented as a tree
of nested role structures. The role structure encodes interdependencies, and the nesting encodes hierarchy and decision
rights. Leaf nodes are roles representing workers, which can
be nested into teams. Teams can optionally be led by a team
lead. For example, a team might include a set of workers with
expertise in interface design, nested under a UI Design Lead.
At the top of the tree is the organization’s leader.
The flash organization’s hierarchy (Figure 1 top) determines
the actions that each worker can perform. The goal is for information to flow up to the central leader so that decisions can
be made with awareness of the state of the entire organization.
When a worker submits a task in the system, the hierarchy
one level above is alerted, and then reviews and accepts it
or returns it with feedback for revision. The leader has full
formal decision rights, or delegates rights to team leads.

To create a role-based hierarchy in Foundry, users add roles
(e.g., “User Interface Designer”) and link the role to at least
one skill tag listed in Upwork. Foundry utilizes these keywords to automatically post positions to the relevant experts
on the Upwork marketplace. For example, a web engineering role can specify the Upwork “node.js” tag, and Foundry
queries Upwork for workers who match. The leaders then
begin Foundry’s on-demand hiring process to fill the role.
Once a role is created, it can be assigned tasks, the basic unit of
work in Foundry (Figure 2). Foundry tasks are parametrized
by desired duration, description, required inputs from other
tasks, required outputs to other tasks, and the individual directly responsible for ensuring the task is completed [71]. A
task timeline visualizes sequencing. Workers can start, pause,
and complete tasks using the Foundry interface. For each
role, Foundry highlights their upcoming tasks and shows the
remaining time for any active tasks. When a worker submits a
task, they upload the file to Foundry, and answer documentation questions to record decisions or other information to the
organizational record. Foundry visualizes the role hierarchy
by organizing tasks into rows by team (Figure 1).
Finally, Foundry draws on CSCW best practice for virtual organizations. A timeline interface supports shared awareness of
progress; text and video chat, availability indicators (present,
offline, idle), and Slack integration support coordination (Figure 2). Foundry automatically publishes major notifications
such as tasks started or completed, and pull requests issued.

branch ‘add-task’

enable a contributor to branch (copy) the organization’s current state and edit it while the system tracks the differences
from the master (original), then merge any changes when the
branch is ready via a pull request where other team members
review the changes and decide to accept or reject them.

branch ‘master’

branch ‘request-extension’

Figure 3: Workers can branch the current organizational structures,
make any desired edits, and then issue a pull request for review. This
mechanism enables the organization to continuously adapt.

Reconfigurable organizational structures

In contrast to crowdsourcing efforts using workflows, flash
organizations are designed to adapt throughout the work process. To enable this adaptation, the organizational structures
must be modified as new opportunities or challenges arise. For
example, when a movie crew encounters unexpected weather,
they change which scene they are shooting, quickly activate
new parts of the organization, or redeploy experts to fill needed
roles [2]. Likewise, when a disaster response crew finds unexpected materials at the scene of a fire, a firefighting team
must quickly reconfigure itself to mount a hazardous materials
response [8]. Flash organizations likewise must be able to
adapt to changing conditions by reconfiguring their structures.
However, for adaptation to be feasible, flash organizations
need to enable distributed workers from across the organization to update the organizational structures in real-time. Members of an engineering team, for example, might be adjusting
deliverables at the same time as a quality assurance lead is
changing tasks’ dependencies. This creates pressure to adapt
rapidly, but flash organizations must also not lurch without centralized purpose in reaction to each new adaptation. A single
shared, multi-author organizational structure (e.g., Google
Docs) would be reactive but susceptible to uncoordinated
changes; distributed structures ensure consistency but require
significant effort to recombine. Likewise, a globally-writeable
organizational structure (e.g., a wiki) enables changes to come
from any worker, but can cause organizational chaos if workers disagree and engage in edit wars [48]; a locally-writeable
structure accessible only to the leader centralizes control but
silences good ideas from lower in the hierarchy. Flash organizations ideally require an approach that allows workers to
explore changes quickly in a sandbox, and then ask people up
the hierarchy to quickly review and merge them.
Flash organizations enable reconfiguration through a technique inspired by version control, enabling workers to branch,
merge, and issue pull requests for the organizational structures
that define the organization (Figure 3). There are many flavors
of version control, for example distributed (git) vs. centralized
(Subversion), and changes pushed directly (git and Subversion)
or through a review process (GitHub pull requests and Subversion with patch files). We chose our model based on flash
organizations’ design requirements. There is only one instance
of each flash organization, so a decentralized model with multiple copies is unnecessary. However, to coordinate changes,
flash organizations require a model that supports review and
automatic merging. So, at a high level, flash organizations

Foundry adapts this model to enact both top-down organizational changes as well as bottom-up changes driven by workers.
Any member of a flash organization can branch the organization on Foundry to create an editable copy that retains a link to
the master branch. The member then edits organizational structures to indicate desired changes, and Foundry highlights a
diff of the changes relative to the original organization. Within
the branch, the worker can edit any organizational structure
including roles, teams, and task details. When desired, the
member pulls from master to automatically merge in changes
that occurred in the master since they branched. For minor
adaptations (e.g., adding time), Foundry also provides a form
to submit a simple pull request by filling in information for
common types of adaptation.
When ready, the organization member sends the proposed
changes in the branch via a pull request for review one level up
the role hierarchy. Pull requests automatically create alerts via
a Slack integration. The alerts appear in a shared organizationwide Slack channel, which is visible and searchable by all
members. The requester, reviewer, and other members can
discuss the proposed changes in the Slack channel. In this way,
the Foundry’s visualization of the organizational structures and
the pull requests function as boundary objects that people use
to negotiate and develop shared understanding of future plans.
The reviewer ultimately decides whether to accept and merge
the pull request back into the master organization. Foundry
then automatically merges changes back into the master branch
and issues an alert in Slack. If there are conflicts between the
master and member’s branch (e.g., the member edited a task
that task had been deleted on the master branch), the conflicts
are returned to the reviewer to resolve.
As in software version control, implementing this approach
requires merging the branch and the master organizational
structures. Typical version control operates using a three-way
merge on unstructured text (e.g., program code) [60]. Threeway merges require tracking history of each version, so that
the algorithm can identify a common ancestor of the master
and the branch in order to perform the merge. So, Foundry
maintains ancestry history for organizational structures: as in
source code, the parent is the version of the organizational
structure that was branched or edited. However, three-way
merges require diffs, and most diffs are designed for text instead of hierarchically structured objects like Foundry’s organizational structures. So, we use a diff algorithm designed for
structured objects (e.g., arrays) and hierarchical objects (e.g.,
JSON, which Foundry uses) [73]. With this infrastructure, the
three-way merge algorithm can return insertions, deletions,
and edits, which Foundry manages automatically, as well as
any conflicts, which Foundry returns to the user to resolve. Following this branch-and-merge process, Foundry hires newly
required workers and notifies members of changes.

On-demand hiring of expert crowd workers

Foundry populates the organizational structures using automated, on-demand hiring (Figure 2). On-demand hiring enables flash organizations to hire relevant experts from expert
crowdsourcing marketplaces such as Upwork within about fifteen minutes on average. Foundry enables on-demand hiring
through worker panels that have been pre-vetted via a skillbased qualification task. These panels are a retainer pool of
high-quality workers [5]. Example Foundry panels include
Android application development, graphic design, quality assurance testing, and video animation.
When a new role is added to the organizational structure,
Foundry hires by e-mailing all workers on the relevant panel
to notify them that a position is immediately available on a
first-come, first-served basis. Workers click a link in the email
to indicate interest, entering Foundry’s hiring queue. The first
qualified worker to arrive receives first place in the queue, and
has ten minutes to read the details, then choose whether to
accept. Once a worker accepts, they enter Foundry and begin
working immediately. In some situations, however, a leader
wants greater control in hiring. In these cases, they can perform a “warm hire” by inspecting all members of the panel,
interviewing, and then making an offer to a specific individual.
We formed panels by posting skill-based qualification
tasks [40, 61] for each panel. Upwork workers completed
a 1–3 hour task (e.g., simple Android development, logo design, QA on an existing website) to apply for the panel. Their
submissions were reviewed by an expert reviewer such as a
highly rated domain expert on Upwork. If the worker’s submission was of sufficiently high quality, the worker was added
to the panel. We envision that as the reputation systems on
platforms such as Upwork improve [24, 36], the panel role
could eventually be played by the platform itself.
Arriving in the middle of a fully functional organization requires workers to quickly learn their specific responsibilities
and interdependecies, and organizational goals. Foundry onboards new workers by orienting them to their role responsibilities and their position in the organization through a
guided walkthrough (Figure 2 panel 4). Foundry then calls
out relevant inputs, upcoming tasks, and the description of the
worker’s first task. This process takes under five minutes.
EVALUATION

Do flash organizations enable crowds to mount large-scale
coordinated efforts toward complex and open-ended goals?
In this section, we explore this question by reporting results
from a system deployment where three flash organizations pursued goals that have remained challenging for crowds: openended product design, software development, and game design.
These projects represent more open-ended and complex goals
than past targeted successes crowdsourcing interface prototyping [71], code debugging [11, 50], and ideation [1]. Our study
evaluation strategy [59] is inspired by prior work in crowdsourcing, which has likewise demonstrated proof of concept
goals via systems operating on real tasks (e.g., [6, 43, 49]).
Because this paper’s thesis is an existence claim — that flash
organizations can coordinate and adapt to complete open-

ended, complex goals — rather than a comparative “better
than” claim, we opted for a field study deployment to establish
whether flash organizations are in fact capable of complex
work, and if so, how they achieve it.
Method

We recruited three leaders from outside our research team to
run flash organizations. We sought leaders who had unique
complex goals to pursue and who represented different expertise. None of the leaders were experts in crowd work or
Upwork. We provided each leader with a budget, Foundry,
and a deadline of six weeks to achieve their goal. Leaders kept
ownership of all created products and intellectual property.
The three resulting organizations spanned software, product,
and game design. The first organization, EMS Trauma Report, designed and led by a medical student, used the crowd
to create a prototype Android mobile and web application
for emergency medical technicians (EMTs) to report trauma
injuries from an ambulance en route to the hospital. The second organization, True Story, designed and led by a team of
crowdfunded card game makers, used the crowd to design,
manufacture, and playtest a storytelling card game and an
accompanying mobile application. The third organization,
Enterprise Workshop Planning Portal, designed and led by a
member of a technology lab at the Accenture software consulting firm, used the crowd to create an enterprise web portal to
administer client workshops.
All decisions were made by the organizational leaders, including the creation and execution of roles, teams, and tasks.
Leaders could use Foundry to delegate decisions to team leads
and workers. Their customized organizational structures were
automatically populated with diverse crowd workers including graphic designers, poets, and programmers. Table A7
(appendix) reports the panels accessible to the leaders, and
the number of applicants in each panel hiring process. When
necessary, we aided the leaders in using Foundry, but did not
make any organizational decisions on their behalf.
During the deployment, we tracked the organizational structures that each leader developed, the experts they hired and
the time elapsed when hiring them, and the number and type
of organizational adaptations. We conducted interviews with
47 participants, including the leaders, team leaders, and workers. We also recruited three neutral reviewers to assess the
quality of each deliverable. These reviewers were expert in
the respective product domains. They judged whether the final
deliverables met the intended goal and were at least average
quality as compared to similarly scoped products.
RESULTS

All three leaders spun up and led an organization to complete
their goals within six weeks, convening workers on-demand in
fourteen minutes on average. Each organization successfully
completed its goal (Figure 4) to the satisfaction of the leader
and received an acceptable quality rating by the three expert
reviewers. The organizations collectively comprised 93 crowd
workers, including 22 team leads and 24 teams (Figure 5).
These workers completed 639 tasks across 3,261 person-hours
of work time. Altogether, the organizations wrote 52,000 lines

Figure 4: Three flash organizations successfully developed:(top) a tablet application and web portal for emergency medical responders; (middle) art,
content, and a supporting application for a storytelling card game; and (bottom) an enterprise IT portal for consultant workshop planning.

of software code, including two mobile applications and three
full-stack web applications, and created two illustrated 80-card
decks. The median task across organizations lasted 3.05 hours,
and the median daily concurrent work time was 14.1 hours by
a median five workers. We first present a case analysis of the
adaptation and hiring involved in each flash organization and
then present quantitative measures of these activities.
EMS Trauma Report

The EMS Trauma Report organization developed an Android
application for emergency medical technicians (techs) to use
a touch-enabled tablet from an ambulance to send advance
reports while en route to the hospital. The application allowed
techs to rapidly enter vital information such as demographics,
mechanism of injury, whether the patient is intubated, heart
rate and blood pressure, location of the trauma event, and a
photograph. The data were then uploaded to a secure hospital
web site displaying a filterable overview-plus-detail list of all
incoming trauma cases, as well as an automatically-updating
GPS location of the ambulance.
The EMS leader began by warm-hiring an Android developer,
and asking her to craft a plan for the organization. She hired a
user interface design team, and both team leads then decided to
bring on two more developers, hiring each on-demand in about
8 minutes. Together they iterated on building out prototypes of
the leader’s sketches. Next, the Android lead, who became the
de-facto organization leader, spun up a front-end engineering
team, hiring two developers to build the client application

and user interface. These groups worked together on features
such as the interaction flow for low-acuity trauma cases. Pull
requests laid out new tasks and team members.
At this point, many Android and front-end team members
noted that they could not do what they needed to do without
a back-end. The EMS leader then hired three back-end developers on-demand in 17, 27, and 60 minutes respectively.
After a day, the team hierarchy was reconfigured to make a
particularly skilled worker the team lead.
At the end of this period, an early prototype had been produced. The EMS leader spun up a user-testing team to oversee
user feedback. He took the prototype to local users and sent
their feedback to this team. Feedback included adding an
alternative high-acuity workflow. The EMS leader sketched
out wireframes for the revised design, which team leads used
to create pull requests for 15 additional tasks to cover highfidelity mocks, engineering, testing and debugging.
During this same period, the EMS leader wondered about
compliance with federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations. He wanted to hire
someone to oversee HIPAA compliance, but Upwork did not
have workers with that expertise. He hired a web security engineer in Egypt to train himself on HIPAA policy and connected
him with the local university compliance officer.
The EMS leader spun up a marketing team on-demand to
create materials to pitch the app to funders and users. While
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Figure 5: Final organizational structures (top) and completed timelines (bottom) for the three flash organizations. Colors indicate different roles
and corresponding tasks (details in Appendix). Structures varied from flat to nested hierarchies, and included 24 teams and 639 tasks across 3,261
person-hours of work time.

creating marketing materials, a worker proposed replacing
the hiring web page with a feature overview page. The team
agreed and he used Foundry to create pull requests to add tasks
for creating the new page.
True Story

The True Story (TS) organization produced a storytelling card
game including a deck of cards. Each card in the final game
(http://truestorytime.org/game/) is a prompt for players to
tell a story from their life, for example “Unknown Territory”
or “Fake It Till You Make It”. The organization developed an
artistic style for the card decks, and a short poem on each card
that corresponds with the prompt (e.g., “Crushing”: Subtle
looks, pounding pulse / However long the hover lasts / Between
friend zone and fun zone). An Android application was also
made for use in the game to record stories as they are told.
The TS leaders first used on-demand hiring to quickly hire a
team of 12 poets to write a short poem to print on each card.
They then realized they wanted an integrated tone across the
poems and so hired a new poet to review the poems and create
a integrated set. On-demand hiring enabled the 160 cards to
be created quickly and provided a range of creative ideas.
The TS leaders also divided out the design and manufacturing
of the actual cards. They hired different teams to design
the back and front of the cards, the card packaging, and a
game logo. The TS leaders then decided to playtest their
game. They hired a playtesting lead on-demand, who hired
playtesters to organize their friends for game nights and record
the proceedings. She shipped test card decks to the playtesters
and synthesized their results for the TS leaders.
As the deadline neared, the TS leaders decided to make a mobile application and website that could record the stories told
in the game. To achieve this goal in one week, the TS leaders,
team leads and workers submitted over 50 pull request changes
to add a series of new roles and tasks. Creating a mobile application required hiring an entire new team with Android

development experience — a set of skills non-overlapping
with the existing organization and leaders’ expertise. The TS
leaders hired a team lead who created roles and assigned tasks
to design, test and produce the mobile app and website.
Enterprise Workshop Planning Portal

The Enterprise Workshop Planning Portal (ENT) organization
designed and engineered a web application to administer client
workshops. The organization began with vague requirements
and, through iteration, developed a spec wherein workshop organizers enter information about the workshop clients. Workshop organizers then use the system to build a schedule for
the session and monitor progress via a dashboard. The ENT
organization had to coordinate with Accenture employees to
maintain brand consistency and understand the teams’ needs.
The ENT leader began by interviewing and warm-hiring the
design and back-end team leads in 30 minutes and 11 hours,
respectively. Each team lead then hired 3 team members ondemand in an average of 16 minutes. The back-end team lead
struggled to make a plan, so the ENT leader reconfigured the
hierarchy, asking him to continue to code but asking another
team member to lead the team. Later, the ENT leader did not
like the mockups created by a member of the design team,
but appreciated his leadership expertise, so used Foundry to
move that UI Designer into a team lead role and assign his
remaining design tasks to three other UI Designers who had
delivered higher quality mocks.
Quality assurance and user testing teams were hired ondemand as the project neared completion. The QA experts
were hired in an average of 18 minutes each. While they were
waiting for the developers to finish implementing features for
them to test, the team lead used Foundry to initiate pull requests that prepared all of the quality assurance test cases to
be completed and standardize their reporting.
The ENT leader asked users in his organization for prototype
feedback, which prompted requirements to be redesigned,

EMS Report
True Story
Enterprise

Median
hiring time
13min40s
12min30s
15min13s

Pull
Leaders
requests
335
7.2%
113
21.2%
118
66.9%

Team
leads
92.8%
47.8%
17.9%

Workers
0.0%
31.0%
15.3%

Table 2: Automated hiring and organizational reconfigurations.

delaying the project. Workers issued a series of pull requests
to adjust project scope and implementation goals. To build
out the desired interaction design, the front-end team shifted
from plain HTML to AngularJS, leading to a series of pull
requests for front-end engineering. The ENT leader then felt
the development team was understaffed for meeting the goal
he had in mind. He used Foundry to automatically hire three
more front-end and three back-end developers. Days later, one
of the AngularJS developers had a family emergency. The
team needed more AngularJS expertise, so he used Foundry to
request front and back-end developers who knew AngularJS.
At this point, the leader felt at risk for missing budget and
schedule goals, so all teams revised work plans using pull
requests to scope a less ambitious deliverable.
Results: Reconfiguring organizational structures

Each organization continuously adapted to changing conditions by adding people, tasks, teams, and time, and by revising groupings, hierarchy, and task requirements. These ondemand adaptations, which included 113 pull request changes
in True Story, 118 in Enterprise and 335 in EMS Report
(Table 2), resulted in 566 pull request changes. They came
from leaders (9.4%), team leads (68.2%), and team members
(22.4%). Adaptation was continuous over the duration of
each organization, with a median of four changes per day per
organization. Changes were both top-down per the leaders’
directives, and bottom-up per workers’ initiative.
Top-down adaptations allowed quick realignment whenever
the leader needed to react to new information or unexpected
feedback. Table 3 summarizes examples, including adding
new roles and reconfiguring existing hierarchies. Such topdown adaptations are more reminiscent of traditional requesterdriven crowdsourcing models. Flash organizations also allowed crowd workers to initiate reconfigurations bottom-up.
Examples in Table 3 include adding tasks that had not been
anticipated to revise the content of a web page.
Flash organizations’ adaptations were not without issue. For
one, tracking adaptations in Foundry as the changes became
more fine-grained (e.g., bug fixes) was less useful for workers, who found little need to update the task list and instead
engaged in real-time teaming to rapidly identify, claim, and
patch bugs. This dynamic suggests that Foundry could integrate with other services to match planning needs. A second
issue: some workers felt the ability to adapt came at the expense of careful planning; they wished the leaders engaged
in a more extensive planning process with fewer and smaller
adaptations throughout. This feedback could be used to inspire
research that hybridizes both planning and adaptation.
Results: On-demand hiring

Seventy five workers were hired automatically across each
organization (Table A1 in the Appendix). Leaders used this
on-demand hiring process to fill new organizational structures

Bottom-up change: add new tasks
EMS Trauma Report
One of the marketers realized that the application’s hiring page would be
better off as a feature overview. Other workers agreed, so he created four
pull requests adding tasks to redesign the page and its content.
Bottom-up change: add new tasks
Enterprise Workshop Portal
As the engineering teams completed their milestones, the quality assurance team took the initiative to create pull requests with tasks that would
coordinate the upcoming engineering team’s testing process.
Top-down change: reconfigure hierarchy
EMS Trauma Report
A back-end engineer showed particular initiative and skill. The EMS leader
reconfigured his role in the team hierarchy, making him the team lead.
Top-down change: add new role
True Story
The True Story leaders sourced card content from team of poets. Upon
review, they decided to create a new role on the team to integrate content.
Table 3: The flash organizations used top-down pull requests per leaders’
directives, and bottom-up pull requests per workers’ initiative.
Hiring a team of poets
True Story
The True Story leaders hired a team of twelve poets on-demand. They wrote
creative content for the game cards.
HIPAA consultation on-demand
EMS Trauma Report
The EMS leader hired a web security engineer in Cairo to train himself on
American HIPAA privacy laws and advise the team.
Rapid team expansion
Enterprise Workshop Portal
The ENT leader expanded engineering capacity by hiring four new front-end
and back-end engineers on-demand in as little as 7 minutes each.
Table 4: The flash organizations hired on-demand to rapidly spin up new
expertise.

in a median of 13.7 minutes. In contrast, (manual) warm hires
took much longer, a median 15 hours. These hiring processes
unfold on significantly different scales: automated hires in
a median 14 minutes, warm hires in a median 15 hours, and
traditional organization hiring pipelines in 14–25 days [17].
The organizations used on-demand hiring to quickly hire people with needed expertise and to source diverse ideas. Examples are summarized in Table 4, including the team of 12 poets
hired on-demand to create content for the TS game, and the
engineer hired to train himself on American privacy laws.
Although flash organizations could in theory recruit new crowd
workers for each new task, the organizations in practice accreted members over time. Leaders used Foundry’s hiring
functionality to rehire members for new tasks. Rehiring minimized the necessary onboarding, and meant that organization
members inhabited several different roles in the organizational
structure at different points in time. On-demand hiring produced other challenges. There was a somewhat unpredictable
skill fit of the hired crowd experts. Reliable reputation signals remain an issue for online labor markets [36, 70]. Future
research can aim to improve crowd platforms’ reputation systems, and in particular to identify professionals with similar
styles or skills in a domain.
DISCUSSION

Like many other social structures, the nature of work is being
reshaped by the internet, computation and algorithms. Across
industries as diverse as data entry (Amazon Mechanical Turk),
design and programming (Upwork), and transportation (Uber),
responsibilities that used to be the domain of human managers
are becoming the domain of computational systems. To date
these systems have focused on distributed and independent

work [7]. In this paper, we envision a future in which computational systems instead orchestrate flash organizations that
achieve complex and open-ended goals requiring diverse expertise. We present a field deployment of our system in which
flash organizations automatically hired experts from the crowd
into role-based organizational structures and reconfigured the
structures as work progressed.
Flash organizations advance crowdsourcing research by introducing organizational structures as a new approach for coordinating online workers assembled through open call. This
approach adapts the coordination affordances of organizations
for computational systems and crowds. In doing so, flash
organizations open a set of goals previously out of reach for
crowdsourcing.
Reciprocally, flash organizations also advance research on
organizational design in three main ways. First, flash organizations draw on the principles of role-based coordination that
enable temporary organizations, but represent the first example
of a computational system that encodes and reconfigures these
role structures. Future research can explore the social and behavioral dynamics introduced by this approach. Second, flash
organizations convene expertise near-instantaneously rather
than reconfiguring fixed groups of employees like traditional
organizations. This property means these temporary organizations can fluidly assemble participants from online labor
markets, a novel capability compared to traditional organizations. But it introduces a trade-off between rapid hiring and
workers’ familiarity with each other and with the organizational context. Future research can explore this trade-off, and
develop approaches for supporting familiarity [75] and helping
with relevant context. Third, because flash organizations log
all organizational activity, they offer an unprecedented opportunity to conduct data science on organizational structures and
processes. Organizational structures are a powerful coordination mode in their own right, but coupled with large-scale
data on tasks, roles, hierarchies, and customized workflows,
they offer a powerful tool that can usher in an era of flexible
networked collaboration.
Flash organizations advance a future of work that is increasingly mediated by computation and algorithms. As new such
techniques are developed, continued conversation around desired social outcomes is necessary [25, 77]. If the sociotechnical ecosystem is not designed carefully, flash organizations
(like other labor shifts through history) may drive down wages
and impose rigid working conditions [39, 58]. Instead, we
hope that flash organizations will offer crowd workers, who
are currently predominantly piecework employees, the opportunity to join longer-term and more fulfilling projects. More
broadly, flash organizations envision a world that enables
crowd workers to pursue long-term careers [42], including
skill growth [78], access to labor collectives [74], and guarantees of stable income.
Limitations

Flash organizations may not be appropriate for every kind of
goal, and more research is needed to explore this design space
and its failure points. For example, because flash organizations
are nimble, they are likely to prove a good fit for early-stage

organizations, or organizations that want to prototype new
project-level efforts. However, efforts that require high asset
specificity and rely on years of expertise, for example familiarity with Google’s massive code base, may benefit from more
traditional formats. Hybrid opportunities exist: large stable
organizations could view their own employees as a crowd,
engaging workers in primary projects while rotating them onto
secondary on-demand projects to enable secondary teams to
grow rapidly if needed.
Other tradeoffs and limitations exist: flash organizations reach
a worldwide labor pool, but must therefore contend with cultural and timezone differences [34, 66, 69]; flash organizations
enable near-strangers to coordinate effectively through roles,
but strangers are less effective than familiar teams [38]; crowd
platforms’ hiring can be noisy due to over-inflated reputation
systems [24, 36]. No organizational form is perfect for all
situations [52], and flash organizations are better suited for
situations where these tradeoffs matter less. Future designs
will iterate on these issues.
We chose a field deployment as our evaluation strategy, which
allowed us to demonstrate the feasibility, strengths, and limitations of the approach. Field study deployments are less able
to isolate specific causal mechanisms than a randomized field
experiment with a matched counterfactual. However, they are
a strong fit when the phenomenon is nascent [21], and they
provide a strong method for “thick” [53] descriptive accounts,
including strengths and limitations.
CONCLUSION

Through flash organizations, we envision a world in which anyone with an internet connection can assemble an organization
from an online labor market and then lead that organization
in pursuit of complex, open-ended goals. Engineering such a
future would enable a crowd workforce to flexibly assemble
and reassemble itself into collectives that rival modern organizations in their prevalence, impact and achievements. Toward
this future, flash organizations contribute: (1) methods for
computationally structuring crowds like organizations, with
roles, teams, and hierarchies; (2) system infrastructure for authoring, hiring, and guiding flash organizations; (3) role-based
coordination to enable crowd workers to coordinate via knowledge of each others’ positions; (4) a version control model
for reconfiguring flash organizations’ structures to adapt the
organization; and (5) a deployment demonstrating that these
techniques enable crowds to achieve open-ended goals.
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